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New Title from Susan Windley-Daoust 

Why You Shouldn’t Kill Yourself: Five Tricks of the Heart about Assisted 
Suicide 

Suicide, for years, has been a public health crisis in the Western world. Yet 

more and more states and countries are allowing physician assisted suicide 

or euthanasia. Have you wondered whether it is actually wrong to end your 

life if you are mortally ill? Susan Windley-Daoust engages in an extended 

discussion with a game dialogue partner who thinks that there are five 

good reasons to employ physician-assisted suicide—and proves those 

common reasons (or “tricks of the heart”) may be well-intended, but make 

no moral or spiritual sense. She argues that PAS is based in medical 

ignorance, a utilitarian understanding of the human, and a spiritual 

vacuum—and the Christian Church needs to engage these realities quickly 

and directly by recovering the art of dying well. 

This book is written to all those considering the issue, from those considering PAS as an option in their own 

lives, to those called upon to vote on the legality of PAS in their states, to those who minister to the dying. 

 

Susan Windley-Daoust was Associate Professor and Chair of Theology at Saint 

Mary’s University of Minnesota for 15 years, and recently moved to serve as 

Director of the Office of Missionary Discipleship for the Diocese of Winona-

Rochester, Minnesota. She is the author of Theology of the Body, Extended: The 

Spiritual Signs of Birth, Impairment, and Dying (2014), and The Gift of Birth: Discerning 

God’s Presence in Childbirth (2015), and numerous articles. 



 

1. If people want to live and are reluctant to end their own lives, why do people choose physician 
assisted suicide? 

--When people actively consider PAS, they are afraid and in crisis. Everyone is an amateur at dying, it is 
unnerving at best, and as Americans, we are used to being pro-active problem solvers. Too many think of 
dying as a problem to be solved, rather than a road to walk that leads to God. And if they are considering 
PAS, I argue that they have forgotten who they are--a son or daughter of God with intrinsic dignity--and 
whose they are, and PAS becomes a hopeless retreat to autonomy. 

2. Don't people who choose PAS do so out of intractable pain? 

--Not as many as you think, actually. The state of Oregon's public health division has recorded the reasons 
given by people who actually choose PAS, and only 25% of people who have requested PAS have named 
pain--or fear of future pain--as a reason. While that is a significant number and we must address it, it is 
nowhere near the most common reasongiven for choosing PAS, which is "loss of autonomy": over 90% of 
people who choose PAS claim that is a reason. 

3. Why do you think the Western world is increasingly choosing to legalize PAS or euthanasia? 

--While many countries and states have legalized PAS or euthanasia, many others have rejected it. It is a 
live issue in many states. But too many people are choosing to legalize PAS out of a disordered practice of 
compassion, a false equation of human dignity and usefulness, an ignorance of the palliative care options at 
the end of life, and finally, a sense that personal autonomy is absolute. We consider suicide a public health 
crisis in every other case. It makes no sense to argue suicide is suddenly okay when you have months to 
live. 

4. Many people would argue that since the person at the center is dying, there is no harm in 
allowing PAS. is that true? 

--There is great harm in allowing PAS, even from a pure public policy standpoint. People are often 
unaware of the need for conscience protections for doctors who simply want to abide by the hippocratic 
oath, the increased probability of elder care abuse, and the potential for insurance abuse as well (PAS is 
cheaper than therapies that prolong life). It is likely that legalizing PAS will create a cultural "duty to die," 
rather than a culture that respects the ill and the elderly.  
 
Which society do we want? Why would we want people to believe their lives are ever meaningless, that 
they don't count? Every human person is loved by God. We need to help those who are dying encounter 
the God, who gives them a reason to live until they die a natural death. 

Interview with Susan Windley-Daoust 



5. Why did you write this book? 

--I taught undergraduate students for 22 years, and a course titled the Christian View of the Human Person 
for 15 years. Each semester, I taught about human dignity, using euthanasia as a case study. In the 
beginning, none of my students thought anyone would take euthanasia seriously as an option to life's end. 
But four years ago, I realized my students were split 50/50 on this. In all this teaching, I recognized five 
reasons they always gave for justifying support for PAS. I knew those reasons deserved responses, and we-
-especially Christians--needed to know how to articulate those responses in truth and love. 

6. What is your hope for the future, regarding this issue? 

--My hope is that we as a culture--churches and beyond--will recover the lost art of dying well. Hospice has 
come a long way in helping us with this, but it is not enough. Most people live months or years with a 
mortal illness, and we need to teach people how they can live fully through the dying process, with hope 
and integrity. We need to better articulate the supports we have. No one lives or dies alone, and we must 
be more intentional about that. We need to recover the reality that dying well is meant to be supported by 
others in love, and takes place on sacred ground. 
 
  



 

 

Nothing would seem more common, more inflexible, more historically stable than the experience of 
death—our own deaths, or the death of a loved one. And yet, how we perceive and approach death has 
changed dramatically (both medically and culturally) in the past few decades. The culmination of these 
changes is found in increasing public support for physician assisted suicide. This book tries to present the 
challenge of physician assisted suicide as a misguided contemporary quest for “safe passage.”  

Phillippe Ariès (1914–1984), a historian of family and daily life, argues that in centuries past human beings 
died “a tame death.” That is, dying was a known process that was expected and folded into the realities of 
everyday life. People died at home, of course, because there were few hospitals. Medical care was largely 
palliative care, focused on keeping the person comfortable. The person dying was usually in the center of 
known ways of family life until the very end…a bed brought into a living area, for example, and receiving 
visitors: family, friends, doctors, a priest. Although dying could be physically and emotionally difficult, 
there was a reassuring sense of place in it. Death, indeed, was part of life, along with birth, love, grief, joy, 
pleasure, and sadness.  

But with the rise of modern medicine, Ariès says our perspective on the place of death has tilted. Now, we 
perceive death as inherently wild, and something that we need to domesticate through medical care. The 
“wild death” is marked by an uncertainty throughout the experience of dying: at the hospital or at home? 
Will this cure work, or not? How long should I fight? This looks like the end—but wait, we have other 
options. Time in an ICU, away from most family and friends, and surrounded by beeping monitors, is 
likely. Aries argues that modern medicine’s quest to cure—in itself a good thing—does unfortunately result 
in a kind of “technological brinkmanship,” that results in people actively fighting the disease or injury up to 
hours before they actually die. People dying never leave fight mode. 

Because doctors and patients never leave fight mode, a lack of cure is a perceived, by some, as a failure…as 
if death is not our common end. 

Great work has been accomplished in the hospice movement—a movement that has called for people to 
have a relatively comfortable experience of dying, ideally at home, with pain issues addressed, and family or 
friends around. But most people, at this point, do not know how to be around someone who is dying. We 
don’t know how to die at home. The only dying ritual we know is the one defined by fighting and control. 
Hospice is quite the counter culture to many, and those who find themselves facing the dying process may 
not see why anyone would not choose to fight for control. 

The contemporary experience of dying, the “wild death,” has become, more and more, a human quest for 
safe passage. But most people translate that understandable quest into a desire for absolute control. They 
see that the only way to not hurt, to avoid pain, is to maintain control. And physician assisted suicide is the 
most intense formula of maintaining absolute control. 

  

An Excerpt from Why You Shouldn’t Kill Yourself: Five Tricks of the Heart about Assisted 
Suicide 



“Why You Shouldn’t Kill Yourself, by Susan Windley-Daoust is a masterful resource that unmasks five tricks 
of the heart often used to promote assisted suicide as compassionate care for terminally ill persons. With a 
deep awareness of the power of secularization to shape moral thinking, attention is given to promoting 
true compassion by palliative care that can prevent unnecessary suffering, and promote relationship 
building, prayer, and renewed appreciation of natural death. This book is a must-read for those giving 
pastoral care to persons and families facing end-of-life issues.” 

—John M. Quinn, Bishop of Winona, Minnesota 

“Both sides in the euthanasia debate claim to have love and compassion on their side, with blockbuster 
tear-jerking movies driving home the notion that to kill is compassionate. This book is the perfect antidote 
to that onslaught. Just under the surface of the various formulations (‘tricks of the heart’) of the request to 
be killed lies a deep yearning for love and accompaniment felt by the vulnerable. In a kind-hearted, down 
to earth, conversational way, Windley-Daoust brings this yearning to the surface, dissolving the ‘tricks’ and 
kindling genuine love via clear understanding.” 

—Peter J. Colosi, Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Salve Regina University 

 

Praise for Why You Shouldn’t Kill Yourself: Five Tricks of the Heart about Assisted Suicide 


